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ABSTRACT 
Buddhism or Buddhist or Buddhist-oriented religion and philosophy based on the 
theachings of Gautama sydarta in the 566(BC) to 486 (BC) lived. Buddhism began to spread 
across Asia from India, centeral Asia, Tibet, Sri Lanka, Yemen, sout East Asia and Far East 
countries like china, Mongolia, Koria and Japan have found away. Buddhism as a religion was 
considered pure Sherman is one of the religions and with 350 million adherents poses one 
of the major word religions. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Buddhism, Islam and Christianity as religions wide geographical area in the world and including China, 

japan, Kora, Srilanka , Vietnam ,    Mongolia, Tibet , Butane , Burna, laos, Indonesia, Manchuria and India 

Buddhism in Europe, American and Canada are also followers. Western interest in Buddhist teaching, it is 

because of this faith that responds to their needs and provides the foundation for world peace. Buddhists to 

spread their faith by missionaries, books, magazines and centers of Buddhist meditation and worship, 

work.(Hossein, Tofighi, meet the great religions, publication Semat 1995)                      

 

Buddhist: 

 Origins of the Buddhist religion must be the kind of world that this movement first emerged in the search. 

The advent of Buddhism in the sixth century BC in India should schotten just as the Upanishads.(Hossein, 

Tofighi,meet the great religions, publications Semat 1995) About two thousand five handred years ago, at the 

foot of the Himalayas in India among people who were known to sakyaha, prince was born and about thirty 

years in luxury bzyst. During that time the science of his time, especially with teachings of Hindu scriptures 

called the (Vedas) became known.After seven years of a spiritual rerolation and opulence stepped down from 

the throne and privacy and seclusion and asceticism and contemplation and to pay. The things that had suffered 

him were that from where the pains of people were land and how people can live happ in their occupation after 

year of suffering and mortification think and privacy eventuaiiy discovered beneath a fig tree idea his oven 

opinion is that the secret of life and happiness and then he left the solitude and isolation and denying asceticism 

was guidance and training and creating payment what he discovered was a simple and natural law and that the 

world of reward and penalty sentence frmast, the good and the bad of waste the prince ,(Bradley, Hvkynz, 

Buddism, translator rabiei,1998)  whose name was called Sydata . Buddha came and wentas after the discovery 

of the law of sacrifice and the worship of gods and deny the impast of these action on human destiny , denied 

the gods and believes in the eternal world. Vedic scriptures that call for sacrifice and prayer, etc, and also by the 

nature of humanbeigs to assume different denied criticism that. Religion and ideology rather than a religion like 

Buddhism is a philosophy similar to that. But gradually the faith of this followers he took as a religion ritual and 

he who denies the worship(Shayegan, Darius, religions and philosophical school of India, publications Amir 

Kabir 1999) of the gods to one gods raised, temples built, Buddha statues in temples held and then he told him 
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he had collected the names (of tree baskets) of knowledge. Buddha gained many followers in his time the state 

of India states, one of which was the seat of the kingdom of his father, he joined the and gradually expanded. In 

the subsequent, one of the famous and the powerful Indian kings named in the fourth century BC Ashoka 

converted to Buddhism. He revived the monastery s teachings in which he build Buddhism across India found a 

lot of fame and glory and his followers, but gradually, especially after the religion of Islam in India producing 

garments and home rule and in return was influential in neighboring countries.(jan boyer,nas , comprehensive 

history of religions , translated by ali asghar hekmat,1993) Now Buddhism is one of the world s major religions 

and Buddhists in Burma and Siam and Vietnam and now people Sabalan Frms Islands and Japan and Korea and 

China, Tibet and Mongolia are the influence of Buddhism from India to Iran.(shayegan,darius,religions and 

pailosophical scool of india publications Amir kabir1999) Buddhism during the Seleucid and Parthian spread 

during the second century BC in areas such as sistan coins have been minted with the Buddha. In this century, 

the Iranian Parthian era Buddhist areas of the west even within China also began to publish and promote 

Buddhism.(rezai abdolazmim,ten thousand years of history 1994) The interesting thing is that several of the 

Parthian princes were working together as a sum of Buddhism in China with this long history it is not surprising 

that in the early Sassanid era kartir priest during the ritual inscription was placed among the rituals with which 

to fight and be proud Manny in this eclectic regulations adopted some elements as promised himself a Buddhist 

is released Chinese traveler Huan Tsang Zayrv at the end of the sassaniad era, which was to the east of Iran in 

the valley of Kandahar and Kabul as well as Buddhism over other religions have overcome.(willdurant,the 

history of cirilization , iqbal1953) Ancient, at the advent of Islam in Iran, the sasanian contvavy to what initially 

seems. Only zoroa strianis the government did not have. Zoroa strianism was the state religion. But other 

religions who are Minoritier. Was abundant, or other religions who knew the prophet Zarathustra, and 

considered to be an off shoot of Zoroas trianism, and or religions that have no link whit zoroa strianism, and 

possible were denied the prophet zoroaster, was one of the religions of Buddhism. Buddhists in the north east of 

Iran, on of one hand, India s neighbor and on the other side were neighbors of China. I said to them (Badahy) in 

Iran. Several major center provid, and especially in Bamiyn and Balkh were different Buthhaneh, and the 

famous temple no bahar Balkh the period of Islamic Ann s altar and center of zoroa strianism are known. It was 

an important Buddhist temple in the land and family Barmakids in the course of Aaronalrashid Iran ranks very 

high on them. Survivors who were which family he Bymkh namely mottavaly and head Buthanh was nobah 

Manichaeism and Buddhists in north east of unlike others (zoroa stains, Christians, Jews) the Arab at tack on 

Iran stability hard   and for more than twenty years fought defense of their home land and defende it against the 

Arabs.(zarrinkub, abdol hossein,search in Iranian Sufism, amir kabir, publication, Tehran,ninth edition2010)                                      

                                                                 

Buddhism in the modern era: 
 The Teraveda School in Sri Lanka, Burma, Cambodia, and Thailand, and in Tibet, Korea, China and Japan 

introduced school Mahbanh. Mahbanh school that includes the vest majority of Buddhist further expansion in 

Asia, Europe and North American have and especially of zen (a Mahbanh branches in China and Japan) is 

popular on the continent.(shaleh,fylsyn,brief history of religions, translation manuchehr khudayar mohebbi1956)                                                                                                                                                                                                                  

 

Conclusion: 

 Buddhism in the sixth century BC, the territory of India was formed as an ancient religion would make 

people fascinated. The religion evoled over time in most territories. And the west about China and Iran 

constituted. Buddhism, like other religion to guide humanity and helping people to say drowned in worldly 

pleasures arose today many people and as one of the world’s great religions of the world, there are many. 

People, followers of this religion (Buddhist) temples are and the mystery and the need to pay. In school of 

Buddhism today each version of the story of the Buddha shows each has a lot of informative note. Which can be 

at different levels to inspire us.                               
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